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This policy covers all goods and services supplied to EA Networks.
Purpose of the policy
This policy outlines the approach EA Networks takes to planning, sourcing and managing its
procurement. Any departure from this policy must first be approved by CEO.
This policy does not apply to employment contracts.

What is Procurement?
Procurement covers all business processes associated with purchasing goods/services/works that
are used to run and meet the objectives of EA Networks. It starts with identifying needs, then
planning the best way to meet them; continues through sourcing the goods/services/works then
managing the contract; and ends with expiry of either the contract or the asset’s useful life.

Governing Procurement Principles that EA Networks operate under
The objectives of the procurement process are to:
•

Plan and manage for the best results.

•

Be fair to all suppliers.

•

Get the right supplier.

•

Get the best deal for everyone.

•

Play by the rules.

Responsibilities of staff
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Procurement activity must be conducted in a manner ensuring EA Networks maintains a
reputation of being fair, transparent and unbiased towards suppliers and evidenced through
sound and robust record keeping.
Representatives of EA Networks involved in procurement must be mindful of the fact that
EA Networks is subject to and should comply with legislation.
Representatives of EA Networks involved in procurement must declare any perceived or
actual conflicts of interest to the CFO as soon as practicable.
Representatives of EA Networks involved in procurement must respect the confidentiality of
information they are exposed to during their work and must not disclose this information to
third-parties. Furthermore, this information must not be used for personal gain.
Representatives of EA Networks involved in procurement should not accept gifts or
hospitality from suppliers, other than items of a minor value (under $100). It should be
noted that where staff are involved in a tender process, it is not acceptable to accept any
gifts or hospitality from a tenderer, regardless of its value, until the tender process is
completed.
Any personal benefits that might be gained from accepting a tender are to be well
documented and singed off by the CEO prior to the tender being accepted.
The house rules identify the required behavioral standards for employees in all areas of their
work.

Sustainability in Procurement
Sustainability is about meeting the needs of today without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their requirements. Social, environmental and economic context all impact on
sustainability. Sustainable procurement means that when buying goods/services EA Networks will
consider:
•
•
•
•

Strategies to avoid unnecessary consumption and manage demand.
Minimising environmental impacts of the goods/services over the whole-of-life.
Suppliers’ socially responsible practices including compliance with legislative obligations to
employees.
Value for money over the whole-of-life, rather than just the initial cost.

Health and Safety in Procurement
The Health and Safety in Employment Act has a statutory requirement to complete a hazard
assessment for any new or modified equipment, material, service or new work process. This
obligation also extends to ensuring public safety.
Managers and staff who are required to undertake procurement need to ensure public and
employee health and safety is included in procurement decisions.
Whole of life approach
Procurement decisions are to be based on a whole of life approach, which incorporates all aspects of
ownership use and decommission of the item in question.

Procurement risks
EA Networks must identify potential and actual risks relating to each procurement process prior to
its commencement. Steps to mitigate risks should be taken wherever possible. Risks could include
but not be limited to:
•
•
•

A business risk to EA Networks.
A legal risk to EA Networks.
A public and employee health and safety risk.

EA Networks risk framework should be used, where necessary. This framework assesses the
likelihood and impact and enables the development of appropriate mitigations plans. Depending on
the nature of the procurement, this risk may also need to be identified on the risk register.
Full and Fair Opportunity
EA Networks promotes open and effective competition in the market place, and provide full and
fair opportunity to New Zealand suppliers. To this end:
•
•

Potential suppliers must not be unreasonably denied the opportunity to bid for EA Networks
business.
All bids received must be evaluated and selected in a fair and unbiased manner.

Due to EA Networks co-operative status and local ownership. Preference will always go to local
business if they are completive in price, quality, service and other attributes that any tender is being
evaluated on.
Preferred supplier
For the construction and maintenance of electricity and fibre distribution assets, Field Services are
the preferred supplier. When Field services is unable to carry out the work the task in question will
be tendered out as follow:
Minor works contract
For construction and maintenance work, under $50k, associated with electricity and fibre
distribution assets a minor tender rate card will be used. One or more contractors may appear on
the minor tender rate card, which will be re-tendered every 18 months. Awarding of the minor
works contractors will be determined on price, ability to meet forecasted requirements, and work
history of the contactor.
Non-minor works contracts
For electricity and fibre contracting and maintenance work, over $50k, the work will be tendered
out. Evaluation of tenders will be based on the attributes set out in the tender documents and taking
into consideration the Health and Safety track record of tenders and ability of the contractor to
perform the required work within the stipulated timeframe.
Evaluation of tenders
A suitably qualified tender committee will be used. The make-up of the committee will be
determined by the work being tendered. All large tenders will be reviewed by lawyer

Non-network and fibre tenders.
Items falling within this category are non-business as usual activities, such as the purchase of
inventory and the use of business as usual consultants. Tendering for these items will be in
accordance with the requirements of the delegated authority policy.
Inventory items
Items held in stock will reflect the needs of the electricity, fibre and field services divisions of EA
Networks. Before any new stock items is purchased it will be evaluated for fitness of purpose by the
department(s) which will be using the items. The results of the evaluation will be reviewed by the
Health and Safety team to ensure compliance with legislation.
While the store is primarily owned by the electricity division and managed by the store manager, all
Department Managers can request items to be held as inventory. The store manager will not
unreasonable decline Department Managers request.

Emergency Procurement
In a genuine emergency, Management may be permitted to forego routine procurement procedures
for goods or services that are urgently required to provide emergency assistance or relief.
Emergency procurement is to be used in genuinely unforeseen circumstances only and not in the
case of poor planning or avoiding EA Networks policies or guidelines.
In the context of this policy an emergency is defined as an event which puts:
•
•
•

Life, property or equipment at immediate risk; or
Standards of public health, welfare or safety having to be re-established without delay, such
as in the case of disaster relief; or
EA Networks ability to meet service delivery targets at significantly risk.

Emergency procurement should be limited to what is required to cope with the emergency and
should be carried out with the same due diligence and robustness as standard procurement activity.

EDB Procurement from related parties
The section of the policy is written for compliance with section 2.3.10 of the Commerce Commission
information disclosure requirements. Which require the EDB to provide a summary of it’s current
policy in respect of procurement from any related party.
Summary
FIBRE SERVICES
EA Fibre is the EDB preferred supplier of fibre services to network assets. The fibre business unit will
charge the EDB a commercial rate of return.
FIELD SERVICES
The EDB will engage EA Field Services as its principle contractor for work it is equipped to undertake.
Work carried out by the Field Services for the EDB will be at cost. When Field services is unable to
perform the EDB required work, the required work will be contracted out to a third party, in
accordance with procurement policy.
OTHER RELATED PARTIES
All related parties, excluding EA fibre and EA Field services, will be required to tender for work as if
they are independent contractor who is not related to the EDB.

Map of Anticipated Network Expenditure and Network Constraints
As required by sections 2.3.13 - 2.3.16 the following text details the projects/programmes that represent the largest forecast operational and capital expenditure and the
network/equipment constraints that could be addressed by the projects/programmes.
The map is intended to be used in digital form and contains layers that relate to some of the items detailed below. In paper printed form, the map will be very difficult to
interpret.

10 Largest (by Value) Operational Projects/Programmes
ID

Name

Description

Timing

OA

Inspecting, Organising and Trimming
Trees

The inspection of trees, the liaison with tree owners and the subsequent trimming
or felling of trees which are considered be a risk to the electricity network.

2020-2029

Average
Value ($)
365k p.a.

OB

ZSS Asset Inspection, Testing & Minor
Maintenance

The inspection of zone substation assets, routine testing of those assets, and
minor maintenance that arises as an immediate result of those inspections and
tests.

2020-2029

329k p.a.

OC

Overhead Inspection, Testing and
Minor Maintenance

The inspection, testing and minor maintenance of overhead line assets of all
voltages.

2020-2029

263k p.a.

OD DSS & D Switchgear Planned
Maintenance

The planned maintenance of all types of distribution substations and distribution
switchgear. Includes ring main units, pole-mounted switches and circuit-breakers,
kiosks, and LV switchgear within the kiosks.

2020-2029

235k p.a.

OE

Overhead Planned Repairs &
Maintenance

Scheduled maintenance of overhead line assets of all voltages. Generally, a
consequence of inspections revealing an issue more widespread than a single
structure. Work is normally planned the prior year.

2020-2029

191k p.a.

OF

Distribution Transformer
Refurbishment

When distribution transformers are recovered from service for whatever reason
they are inspected and where necessary refurbished to allow continued service at
another substation.

2020-2029

158k p.a.

Location
All Line
Locations
(Map inset)
Zone
Substations
Layer
All OH Line
Locations
(Map inset)
All
Distribution
Substation
Locations
All OH Line
Locations
(Map inset)
EA
Networks
HQ Layer

OG D Substation and D Transformer
Inspection, Testing and Minor
Maintenance

The inspection of distribution substation and distribution transformer assets,
routine testing of those assets, and minor maintenance that arises because of
those inspections and tests.

2020-2029

152k p.a.

Substations
&
Workshop

OH Ancillary Asset Planned Repairs &
Maintenance

Networks assets that are not readily associated with the other major asset
groupings (OH, UG, DSS, ZSS) are in this programme. Among other assets, radio
systems, data communications and SCADA are accounted for in this category.

2020-2029

149k p.a.

All
Locations

OI

ZSS Asset Planned Repairs &
Maintenance

Scheduled maintenance of assets within the zone substations. Generally, a
consequence of inspections revealing an issue that is not readily resolved during
the inspection process and requires additional parts or resources to complete.

2020-2029

129k p.a.

Zone
Substations
Layer

OJ

22/11kV/LV OH Removal - Following
UG Conversion

Once an underground conversion project has been completed the end-of-life
overhead line is removed. Generally urban locations, but some sections of rural
highways are likely to be converted to underground reticulation.

2020-2026

93k p.a.

Mostly
Urban
Locations

Few of the items described above have specific locations that can be readily mapped. Zone substations (OB, OI) are shown explicitly on the map and are on their own layer
(as are the zone substation names).
The operational expenditure projects/programmes identified above:
Status
Are not
Are
Are

Situation
already subject to a contract.
forecast to require the supply of assets or goods or services by a related party.
currently indicated for supply by a related party.

10 Largest (by Value) Capital Projects/Programmes
ID

Name

Description

Timing

CA

Consumer Connection

The addition or modification of assets of all voltages that relate to connecting
new or increased loads to the electricity network. This can be the addition of a
fuse to a pillar box or the construction of significant 11kV or 22kV assets to
service a large industrial load. These loads appear without advance notice on
most occasions.

2020-2029

Average
Value ($k)
3,140k p.a.

Location

CB

Urban Underground Conversion

As overhead lines in urban areas reach the end of their useful life, the network is
replaced with underground cabling and ground-mounted substations. Multiple
projects per year are completed and, on average, sum to the amount identified.
This programme of work is due for completion in 2026.

2020-2026

2,755k p.a.

Urban Areas
Identified on
Map

CC

New/Smart Technologies

The need to gather additional information on the electrical network and then
provide assets that can react to compensate for rapid changes in load or power
flow direction are covered by this programme. The initial phases allow for ICPlevel metering, control, and communication. This will permit the network to
dynamically interact with loads and generators to ensure a stable supply to all
consumers. Additional assets, such as control software, batteries and dynamic
VAr compensation are allowed for in later phases of the programme.

2022-2029

1,985k p.a.

All Locations

CD

Unscheduled Projects

This programme of work is to accommodate the unexpected or unscheduled
projects that occur when additional information about condition or constraints
becomes known. The largest component of this value is the overhead line
rebuilds beyond 2022. The likely rebuild candidates have been grouped but not
scheduled at this stage.

2020-2029

1,621k p.a.

Predominantly
Rural

CE

Overhead Line Rebuild

Known, condition-based overhead line rebuilds of all voltages are included in this
category. There is a pool of lines that are becoming candidates for rebuilding
(post 2022) but they are yet to be scheduled and therefore not in this category
(they are in the CD category above).

2020-2029

1,461k p.a.

Rural Line
Locations
(Map inset)

All Locations

CF

Distribution Transformers

New distribution transformers are required for new or increased load and
conversion from 11kV to 22kV. The 11 to 22kV conversion work forms a
significant proportion of this value and after 2028 will decline significantly.

2020-2029

1,094k p.a.

All Locations

CG

General Rural

This programme includes upgrades to existing assets as well as new assets that
are not driven by condition or consumer connection needs. Examples are
earthing upgrades, fitting conductor dampers, reconductoring to increase
capacity, and new 66kV OH lines between zone substations.

2020-2029

1,058k p.a.

Rural

CH

General ZSS

Any new or upgraded assets within zone substations are included in this
programme. Most of the value in this programme is towards the end of the
AMP period and is therefore less certain to proceed – driven by load growth.

2020-2029

862k p.a.

Zone
Substations
Layer

CI

Ashburton 11kV Core Network

This programme is for additional reliability, resilience, capacity and security
within the Ashburton township urban area. It consists of a series of high
capacity 11kV circuits interconnecting zone substations with network centres
(circuit-breaker switchboards) which have multiple feeders radiating from them.
The goal is to reduce ICP count per feeder circuit-breaker to less than 250 while
increasing network resilience to multiple failures.

2020-2027

843k p.a.

Ashburton
Township Core Network
Layers

CJ

11 to 22kV Conversion

The migration of rural areas and townships to 22kV has proven to be very
beneficial from the perspective of capacity (when limited by voltage drop it
provides a fourfold increase for the same percentage voltage drop). This
capacity increase allows much greater flexibility in supplying loads, back-feeding
during faults and reducing the need for as many zone substations. The
programme covers the necessary re-insulation work and the labour/plant to
install 22kV transformers in place of 11kV units.

2020-2028

363k p.a.

11-22kV
Conversion
Layer.
Each colour
represents
one year of
construction.

Not all of the programmes have specific physical locations that can be readily shown on a map. Those programmes that can be located have been allocated a layer in the pdf
document and this can be turned on and off to highlight the location(s) involved.

The capital expenditure projects/programmes identified above:
Status
Are not
Are
Are

Situation
already subject to a contract.
forecast to require the supply of assets or goods or services by a related party.
currently indicated for supply by a related party.

Network or Equipment Constraints Involving Large Operational and/or Capital Projects/Programmes
ID

Name

Description

Project
Response
CI and CJ

Location

1

Inter-Zone Substation Load Transfer

When operating the distribution network at 11kV, the ability to transfer load
between zone substations (such as during a feeder fault near the start of a feeder)
is limited by voltage drop in rural areas and cable capacity in urban areas.

2

Zone Substation Transformer Failure

The failure of a zone substation transformer will either interrupt supply or limit
capacity to n-1 levels. Both situations require additional capacity from adjacent
zone substations to supply the load that cannot be served from the zone
substation with the failed transformer. The availability of an urban Ashburton
core 11kV network and a 22kV rural network provide this facility while a spare
transformer is installed. Some general zone substation work also provides either
more transformation or an extra zone substation site (Montalto 66).

CI, CJ and CH

11-22kV Conversion
Layer, Core Network
Layers, and Zone
Substations Layer.

3

Sub-transmission Circuit Failure

Loss of a single 66kV circuit will generally not result in loss of supply. It can
however cause lower than ideal sub-transmission voltages and the ability to
transfer load at 22kV or 11kV is beneficial. Loss of more than one 66kV circuit (or
a single radial 33kV or 66kV circuit) will potentially cause loss of supply. These
scenarios can be mitigated with additional inter-zone substation transfer capacity.

CI and CJ

11-22kV Conversion
Layer and Core
Network Layers

4

Civil Infrastructure Support Failure

During seismic and flooding events, the failure of civil infrastructure such as
bridges and roads can cause failure of portions of the electrical network.
Additional electrical network paths and capacity can help mitigate this to some
degree. Well maintained or new assets also resist these forces better than older
assets.

CB, CE, CI, and
CJ

11-22kV Conversion
Layer and Core
Network Layers.
Much of the rural
area.

11-22kV Conversion
Layer and Core
Network Layers

5

Urban 11kV Capacity

The interconnected radial design of the existing Ashburton 11kV underground
network is essentially a traditional overhead line configuration that has served well
for several decades. The loading of a number of these circuits is close to reaching
full capacity and during faults back-feeding can cause slight overload situations.
The addition of a layer of larger 11kV cables that connect to network switching
centres and interconnection to the rural 22kV network during 11kV cable faults
provides both steady state and contingency capacity to alleviate these limitations.

CB, CI, and CJ

Urban UG Conversion
Layer, 11-22kV
Conversion Layer and
Core Network Layers.

6

Urban 11kV ICP Count/Feeder

The number of connections per urban 11kV feeder exceeds the limit set in the EA
Networks security standard (some by a large amount). To reduce this to the
required level, additional feeders are required so that for a single cable fault only a
limited number of consumers experience the outage. Adding additional feeders to
the zone substations would require excessive amounts of cabling to reach the ICPs
as well as extensive zone substation rework. The alternative of large core network
11kV cables connected in closed rings via network centres (new switchboards with
additional feeders within the urban network) is a high benefit/value practical
solution and advantageous for other constraints as well.

CB and CI

Urban UG Conversion
Layer and Core
Network Layers.

7

GXP Firm Capacity Exceeded

If a time arises that demand on the Ashburton 220/66kV grid exit point exceeds
the 220MVA firm capacity for an unacceptable length of time each year, then an
additional GXP will be required. At this point in time, it seems to be less likely this
will occur within the 10 year AMP planning period. There are projects included
within the AMP (towards the end of the planning period) that address this
potential eventuality. A second GXP comes with overall capacity benefits but does
provide several technical and operational disadvantages that are not apparent
with one GXP.

CG and CH

Predominantly
Located in Rural
Areas.
Network-wide
impacts.

8

Low Voltage Network Capacity

The addition of new or increased load or generation will cause the capacity of LV
(low voltage) networks to be tested and in some cases exceeded. The location and
timing of this new load on existing cables is unknown. To remedy this, additional
LV cables and/or distribution substations will be required. Careful load
management using demand management control devices will be able to assist in
shifting some of the peak demand, but at some stage additional network assets
will still be required.

CA, CB, CC, CD,
and CF

Urban Areas.

9

Asset Condition - Potential Failure

All assets deteriorate over time and it is critical to proactively manage the asset’s
condition to ensure it does not fail unexpectedly or catastrophically before it is
removed from service at end-of-life. Prudent maintenance strategies ensure that
inspections, testing, and either refurbishment or replacement occur in a timely
and safe manner.
All the operational expenditure programmes/projects identified above are in some
way contributing to the safe and reliable operation of the electricity network –
ensuring any failures that do occur are largely unforeseeable or uneconomical to
completely mitigate against.

OA-OJ and CD

All Locations Network-wide.

10

Network Resilience

In order to maintain and increase network resilience there must be both effective
maintenance of existing assets to prevent failure in adverse conditions (such as
the alpine fault rupturing) and improved/additional assets to assist in recovery
from adverse events. All of the projects/programmes identified above contribute
in large and small ways to increasing the resilience of the EA Networks electricity
network. This ranges from more modern design standards for replacement poles
to additional alternative network paths should the primary one be unavailable.

OA-OJ, CA-CJ

All Locations Network-wide.

The constraints detailed above are either explicitly identified in the asset management plan or are alluded to in network development project/programme justifications.

Map of Anticipated Network Expenditure and Network Constraints

This Map is a pdf file with layers controlling what you see.
It is intended that you pan and zoom around it to examine the information it contains.
To turn on or off the individual layers you need a viewer that can control these.
Adobe Acrobat Viewer can do this, as can PDF-XChange Editor.
If you cannot see a way to turn a layer on or off, search for "Layer" in help.
Printing this map to paper is not recommended, as it will be largely illegible.

Inset showing EA Networks' location and 22kV (magenta) and 11kV (red) distribution network.

LEGEND
Coloured polygons are annual 22kV conversion areas.
The large light pink area is existing 22kV distribution network.
Blue lines represent the sub-transmission network.
The dotted blue line is a possible future sub-transmission circuit.
Orange dots represent zone substation locations.
Red lines represent urban overhead lines to be converted to underground cables.
Green lines represent urban core network 11kV cables.
Green dots represent urban core network switching centers.
Grey lines are roads.

Transpower
Grid Exit Point

Independent Auditor’s Report
To the Directors of Electricity Ashburton Limited and the Commerce Commission
Assurance Report Pursuant to Electricity Distribution Information
Disclosure Determination 2012
We have completed our reasonable assurance engagement in respect of the compliance of Electricity
Ashburton Limited (trading as EA Networks) (the ‘Company’) with the Electricity Distribution
Disclosure Information Determination 2012 (the ‘Information Disclosure Determination’) for the
disclosure year ended 31 March 2019 where we are required to opine on:


whether the Company has complied, in all material respects, with the Information Disclosure
Determination, in preparing the information disclosed under schedules 1 to 4, 5a to 5g, 6a and
6b, 7, the related party transactions information disclosed in Appendix A, and the explanatory
notes disclosed in boxes 1 to 11 in Schedule 14 (‘the Disclosure Information’); and



whether the Company’s basis for valuation of related party transactions (‘valuation of related party
transactions’), has complied, in all material respects, with clause 2.3.6 of the Information
Disclosure Determination, and clauses 2.2.11(1)(g) and 2.2.11(5) of the Electricity Distribution
Services Input Methodologies Determination 2012 (‘the Input Methodologies Determination’).

Opinion
In our opinion:


As far as appears from our examination, proper records have been kept by the Company to enable
the complete and accurate compilation of the Disclosure Information;



The information used in the preparation of the Disclosure Information has been properly extracted
from the Company’s accounting and other records and has been sourced where appropriate, from
the Company’s financial and non-financial systems;



The Company has complied, in all material respects, with the Information Disclosure
Determination in preparing the Disclosure Information; and



The basis for valuation of related-party transactions complies, in all material respects, with the
Information Disclosure Determination and the Input Methodologies Determination.

Basis for Opinion

We conducted our engagement in accordance with ISAE (NZ) 3000 (Revised), Assurance Engagements
Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial Information and SAE 3100 (Revised) Compliance
Engagements to obtain reasonable assurance that the Company has complied in all material respects
with the Determination in the preparation of the Schedules for the year ended 31 March 2019.
In forming our opinion we have obtained sufficient recorded evidence and all the information and
explanations we have required.

Our Independence and Quality Control

We have complied with the independence and other ethical requirements of Professional and Ethical
Standard 1 (Revised) issued by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board, which is
founded on the fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due care,
confidentiality and professional behaviour.
The firm applies Professional and Ethical Standard 3 (Amended) and accordingly maintains a
comprehensive system of quality control including documented policies and procedures regarding
compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards, and applicable legal and regulatory
requirements.

PricewaterhouseCoopers
The PwC Centre, 60 Cashel Street, PO Box 13244, City West, Christchurch, New Zealand
T: +64 3 374 3000, F: +64 3 374 3001, pwc.co.nz

We are independent of the Company. Our firm carries out other services for the Company in the areas of
compliance with regulatory requirements of the Commerce Act 1986, tax pooling, Directors' fee
benchmarking and the provision of regulatory update advisory services. The provision of these other
services has not impaired our independence as auditor of the Company.

Our audit approach
Overview
Our assurance engagement is designed to obtain reasonable assurance about
the Company’s qualitative and quantitative compliance, in all material respects,
with the Determination.
Quantitative materiality levels are determined for individual schedules included
in the Disclosure Information based on the nature of the information set out in
the schedules.
Profit based schedules –5% of Regulatory profit before tax
Asset based schedules –1% of Regulatory asset base
Performance based schedules – 5% of non-financial measures
Related party transactions – 2% of total related party transactions. Qualitative
factors were also considered when assessing the arm’s length valuation rules on
related party transactions.
We have determined that there are three key assurance matters:


Regulatory Asset Base



Cost and Asset Allocation



Related Party Transactions

Materiality
The scope of our assurance engagement was influenced by our application of materiality.
Based on our professional judgement, we determined certain quantitative thresholds for materiality.
These, together with qualitative considerations, helped us to determine the scope of our assurance
engagement, the nature, timing and extent of our assurance procedures and to evaluate the effect of
misstatements, both individually and in aggregate on the Disclosure Information as a whole.
Scope
Our procedures included analytical procedures, evaluating the appropriateness of assumptions used and
whether they have been consistently applied, agreement of the Disclosure Information to, or reconciling
with, source systems and underlying records, an assessment of the significant judgements made by the
Company in the preparation of the Disclosure Information and valuing the related party transactions,
and evaluation of the overall adequacy of the presentation of supporting information and explanations.
These procedures have been undertaken to form an opinion as to whether the Company has complied, in
all material respects, with the Information Disclosure Determination in the preparation of the
Disclosure Information for the year ended 31 March 2019, and whether the basis for valuation of related
party transactions complies, in all material respects, with the Information Disclosure Determination and
the Input Methodologies Determination.

Key Assurance Matters
Key assurance matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement were of most significance
in carrying out the assurance engagement during the current disclosure year. These matters were
addressed in the context of our assurance engagement as a whole, and in forming our opinion. We do
not provide a separate opinion on these matters.
Key assurance matter

How our procedures addressed the key assurance
matter

Regulatory Asset Base

We have obtained an understanding of the compliance
requirements relevant to the regulatory asset base as set out in
the Information Disclosure Determination (ID Determination)
and the Input Methodologies (IMs).

The Regulatory Asset Base (RAB), as set out in
Schedule 4, reflects the value of the Company’s
electricity distribution assets. These are valued
using an indexed historic cost methodology
prescribed by the Determination. It is a measure
which is used widely and is key to measuring the
Company’s return on investment and therefore
important when monitoring financial
performance or setting electricity distribution
prices.
The RAB inputs, as set out in the Input
Methodologies, are similar to those used in the
measurement of fixed assets in the financial
statements, however, there are a number of
different requirements and complexities which
require careful consideration.
Due to the importance of the RAB within the
regulatory regime, the incentives to overstate the
RAB value, and complexities within the
regulations, we have considered it to be a key area
of focus.

We have performed the following procedures:
Assets commissioned
 We reconciled the assets commissioned, as per the
regulatory fixed asset register, to the asset additions
disclosed in the audited annual financial statements and
investigated material reconciling items;


We inspected the assets commissioned during the period, as
per the regulatory fixed asset register, to identify any specific
cost or asset type exclusions, as set out in the ID
Determination, which are required to be removed from the
RAB;



We tested a sample of assets commissioned during the
disclosure period for appropriate asset category
classification;

Depreciation
 We compared the standard asset lives by asset category to
those set out in the IMs;


For assets with no standard asset lives we assessed the
reasonableness of the lives used by reference to the
accounting depreciation rates used in preparing the financial
statements;



We verified the spreadsheet formula utilised to calculate
regulatory depreciation expense is in line with IM clause
2.2.5;

Revaluation
 We recalculated the revaluation rate set out in the Input
Methodologies using the relevant Consumer Price Index
indices taken from the Statistics New Zealand website;


We tested the mathematical accuracy of the revaluation
calculation performed by management;

Disposals
 We inspected the asset disposals within the accounting fixed
asset register to ensure disposals in the RAB meet the
definition of a disposal per the IMs.
We have no matters to report from undertaking those
procedures.

Key assurance matter

How our procedures addressed the key assurance
matter

Cost and Asset Allocation

We obtained an understanding of the Company’s cost and asset
allocation processes and the methodologies applied.

The ID Determination relates to information
concerning the supply of electricity distribution
services. In addition to the regulated supply of
electricity, Electricity Ashburton Limited also
supplies customers with other unregulated
services such as contracting and fibre services.
As set out in schedules 5d, 5e, 5f and 5g, costs and
asset values that relate to electricity distribution
services regulated under the ID determination
should comprise:
 all of the costs directly attributable to the
regulated goods or services; and
 an allocated portion of the costs that are not
directly attributable.
The IMs set out rules and processes for allocating
costs and assets which are not directly
attributable to either regulated or unregulated
services. A number of screening tests apply which
must be considered when deciding on the
appropriate allocation method.
The Company has applied the Accounting-Based
Allocation Approach Methodology (ABAA)
utilising proxy cost and asset allocators to allocate
the asset values and operating costs that are not
directly attributable where causal relationships
could not be identified.
Given the judgement involved in the application
of the cost and asset allocation methodologies we
consider it a key assurance matter.

Our procedures over cost and asset allocation included:


Reconciling the regulated and unregulated financial
information to the audited financial statements;

Classification as directly/not directly attributable


Considering the appropriateness of the costs allocated as
directly attributable, based on the nature and our
understanding of the business to determine the
reasonableness of the directly attributable classification;



Testing a sample of invoices to ensure their classification as
either directly attributable or not directly attributable costs
are appropriate and in line with the ID determination;



Inspecting the fixed asset register to identify any asset
classes which based on their nature and our understanding
of the business could be considered assets directly
attributable to a specific business unit;



Testing a sample of assets commissioned to ensure their
classification as either directly attributable or not directly
attributable are appropriate and in line with the ID
determination by inspecting the related invoice;

Appropriateness of the allocators used for not directly
attributable costs and assets


Understanding why causal relationships could not be
identified in allocating costs or assets and ensuring
appropriate disclosure has been included outlining these in
Schedule 14;



Considering the appropriateness of the cost and asset proxy
allocators used in applying the ABAA to not directly
attributable costs including inspecting supporting
documentation and recalculating proxy allocators;



Recalculating the split between not directly attributable costs
and asset values allocated to electricity distribution services
and non-electricity distribution services.

We have no matters to report from undertaking those
procedures.
Related party transactions
Disclosures over related party transactions
including related party relationships,
procurement policies/processes, application of
these policies/processes and examples of market
testing of transaction terms as required under the
ID Determination and the IMs are set out in
Appendix A.
The ID Determination and the IM Determination
require the Company to value its transactions with
related parties, disclosed in Schedule 5b, in
accordance with the principles-based approach to
the arm’s length valuation rule. This rule states

We have obtained an understanding of the compliance
requirements relevant to related party transactions as set out in
the ID Determination and the IMs. We have ensured Schedule
5(b) and Appendix A includes all required disclosures including
current procurement policies, descriptions of how they are
applied in practice, representative example transactions and
when and how market testing was last performed.
We have performed the following procedures over Schedule 5(b)
and Appendix A:
Completeness and accuracy of related party relationships and
transactions
We have tested the completeness and accuracy of the related

Key assurance matter

How our procedures addressed the key assurance
matter

that the value of goods or services acquired from a
related party cannot be greater than if it had been
acquired under the terms of an arm’s length
transaction with an unrelated party, nor may it
exceed the actual cost to the related party. A sale
or supply to a related party cannot be valued at an
amount less than if it had been sold or supplied
under the terms of an arm’s-length transaction
with an unrelated party.

party relationships and transactions by:

Arm’s-length valuation, as defined in the IM, is
the value at which a transaction, with the same
terms and conditions, would be entered into
between a willing seller and a willing buyer who
are unrelated and who are acting independently of
each other and pursuing their own best interests.
The company applies the consolidation (or costbased) approach for demonstrating compliance
with the general valuation principles under the ID
Determination and the IMs. The determinations
presume that where the transaction is valued at
the cost normally incurred by the related party,
and provided this is fair and reasonable, it may be
treated as if it was an arm’s length transaction
under the consolidation approach (i.e. no profit
margin included).
For those transactions where the consolidation
approach is not applied, the Company is required
to use an objective and independent measure to
demonstrate compliance with the arm’s-length
principle. In the absence of an active market for
similar transactions, assigning an objective arm’s
length value to a related party transaction is
difficult and requires significant judgement.
We have identified related party transactions at
arm’s length as a key audit matter due to the
judgement involved.



Agreeing the disclosures within Schedule 5(b) to the audited
financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2019 and to
the accounting records, investigating any differences and
determining whether any such differences are justified; and



Applying our understanding of the business structure against
the related party definition in IM clause 1.1.4(2)(b) to assess
management’s identification of any “unregulated parts” of
the entity.

Practical application of procurement policies


Testing a sample of operating expenditure and capital
expenditure transactions disclosed in Schedule 5(b) by
inspecting supporting documentation to determine
compliance with the disclosed procurement policy and
practices.

Arm’s length valuation rule
We inquired with management, and applied our understanding
of the business, to identify the types of transactions accounted for
under the consolidation approach and:


Agreed the values of those transactions disclosed in
Schedule 5(b) to those accounted for after elimination of
intercompany profit within the EA Networks audited
financial statements; and



Considered whether the costs incurred from related parties,
under the consolidation approach, were fair and reasonable
by testing controls around the approval of expenses on a
sample basis and monitoring actual costs against budgets
and the asset management plan.

For those related party transactions not accounted for under the
consolidation approach, we obtained the Company’s assessment
of the available independent and objective measures used in
supporting the arm’s length valuation principle and reperformed the calculations and agreed key inputs and
assumptions to supporting documentation for a sample of
transactions.
We have no matters to report from undertaking those
procedures.

Director’s Responsibilities
The Directors are responsible on behalf of the Company for:



compliance with the Information Disclosure Determination and the valuation of related party
transactions in accordance with the Information Disclosure Determination and the Input
Methodologies Determination; and
the identification of risks that threaten such compliance and controls which will mitigate those
risks and monitor ongoing compliance.

Auditors’ Responsibilities
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the Company has complied, in all material
respects, with the Information Disclosure Determination in the preparation of the Disclosure
Information for the disclosure year ended 31 March 2019 and on whether the basis for valuation of
related party transactions complies, in all material respects, with the Information Disclosure
Determination and the Input Methodologies Determination.
Our engagement has been conducted in accordance with ISAE (NZ) 3000 (Revised), Assurance
Engagements Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial Information and SAE 3100 (Revised)
Compliance Engagements which require that we plan and perform our procedures to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the Company has complied in all material respects with the Information
Disclosure Determination in the preparation of the Disclosure Information for the disclosure year ended
31 March 2019, and whether the basis for valuation of related party transactions complies, in all
material respects, with the Information Disclosure Determination and the Input Methodologies
Determination.
An assurance engagement to report on the Company’s compliance with the Information Disclosure
Determination and the Input Methodologies Determination involves performing procedures to obtain
evidence about the compliance activity and controls implemented to meet the requirements of the
Information Disclosure Determination and the Input Methodologies Determination. The procedures
selected depend on our judgement, including the identification and assessment of risks of material noncompliance with the requirements of the Information Disclosure Determination and the Input
Methodologies Determination.

Inherent Limitations
Because of the inherent limitations of an assurance engagement, together with the internal control
structure it is possible that fraud, error, or non-compliance with compliance requirements may occur
and not be detected.
A reasonable assurance engagement for the disclosure year ended 31 March 2019 does not provide
assurance on whether compliance with the requirements of the Information Disclosure Determination
and the Input Methodologies Determination will continue in the future.

Who we report to
This report has been prepared for the Directors and the Commerce Commission in accordance with
clause 2.8.1(1) of the Information Disclosure Determination and is provided solely to assist you in
establishing that compliance requirements have been met. Our report should not be used for any other
purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility for any
reliance on this report to anyone other than the Directors and the Commerce Commission, or for any
purpose other than that for which it was prepared.
The engagement partner on the assurance engagement resulting in this independent auditor’s report is
Elizabeth Adriana (Adri) Smit.

Chartered Accountants
29 August 2019

Christchurch, New Zealand

